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Vinci & Rakos Parfums 
By Predominate Notes and Categories 

  
The Vinci & Rakos Parfums have been arranged by a combination of perceived predominate notes and categories to help 
in the selection of a new scent.  The Parfum categories and descriptions were based on years of working and listening  
to the comments, preferences and interpretations of my clients.  The sense of smell is very subjective, so no one will 
describe an aroma or odor the same way, agree which category would apply or which notes are in a blend.  The 
descriptions were written with these ideas and thoughts in mind, so many of the Parfums are listed in more than one 
category and reflect the view of my clients.  If pertinent, a reference to a fragrance type on the market is noted.  The Vinci 
& Rakos Parfums are full bodied, undiluted with no added alcohol or extenders.                                                          
                                                                                                ...........................................Dolores M. Vinci 
 

Almond, Champagne, Chocolate, Honey, Sugar 
Amber, Oriental, Spicy 

Citrus, Fresh, Green, Lavender 
Coconut 

Earthy, Leather, Patchouli, Woody 
Floral Combinations and Flowers 

Fruity/Floral Combinations and Fruits 
Rain 

Vanilla 
 

Earth Parfum - the Signature Scent of Vinci & Rakos……A warm and sensual combination of white musk and earthly delights with 
a hint of floral accents.  It is warm and sensual but at the same time devastatingly fresh and clean smelling.  Both men and women 
find Earth arousingly exciting.  One musky whiff will have you coming back for more.  Earth has been the signature scent of Vinci & 
Rakos * Who Makes Sense? for over 20 years.  
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Almond, Champagne, Chocolate, Honey, Sugar 
 This list features scents created with inspirations of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

sweet almond, warm and roasted chocolate, 
luscious and flowery honey, golden and syrupy sugar, fresh fruits and berries, vanilla, 

coconut and spicy cinnamon.  Also featured are two delicious champagnes. 
 

Vanilla is an important sweet fixative used in Parfum creations adding warmth and gentle sweetness.   
Coconut adds touches of creamy, yummy, almost buttery tropical notes to Parfum blends.   
Scents created predominately with thoughts of Vanilla and Coconut are listed separately.  

 

Name of Fragrance Description 

Champagne 

Champagne has always been considered the drink of the gods and the wine that sparkles, so why not 
wear such a wonderful gift to the senses?  A silky smooth and creamy texture and just the right amount 
of sweetness and fruity/floral flavors create the perfect sparkling blend, rich and full bodied.  See which 
notes bubble up and pour out of this effervescent and lively blend.  Fabulous to wear alone or to spray 
over or under heavier fragrances to add brightness and life.   

Cherry Almond 

Mouthwatering summer cherries have been added to Just Almond to create the ultimate sweet 
combination - sweet cherries and sweet almond - but it has a surprise ending of a slightly toasted 
feeling.  If you love the CocoBanana scent, you are going to love Cherry Almond. 

Chocolate & Vanilla Berries 
Rich roasted chocolate has been combined with the scent of Warm Berries which is loaded with smooth 
Vanilla mixed with lots of blackberry and raspberry notes.  Semi-sweet and comforting! 

Chocolate Cherries 

Warm, rich roasted chocolate has been mixed with the Cherry Almond scent to help create the romantic 
feeling and desire of opening up a box of chocolate covered cherries on Valentine's Day.  Delicious and 
sweet! 

Chocolate Cream 

Warm, rich and roasted with brightness, it has almost a nutty flavor with a hint of mocha and cream.  
When worn alone creates a feeling of creamy, soft chocolate smoothness without any of the sweetness.  
Great to add to other scents to warm up the blend.   
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Chocolate Truffles 

The perfect combination of a rich, warm, chocolate ganache center coated with cocoa powder notes, 
highlighted with buttery cream and a hint of coconut to add some brightness.  Roasted almonds and 
assorted berries are blended to add just the right amount of sweetness.  The aroma will captivate your 
senses and make you think of opening up a heart box of chocolates. 

Cupid 

Thoughts of the sweetness of our childhood full of wonderful memories and delicious "kitchen" scents.  
Highlighted with notes of vanilla, chocolate and caramel brightened with fresh berries and honey, very 
soft and gentle but so inviting on the skin.  Scented perfectly for both men and women since each will find 
tasty notes that will satisfy their senses.  Angel type. 

Honey & Almond 

The classic combination of honey and almonds.  The perfect blend of sweetness and warmth, sweet 
almonds and golden honey.  Starts with a burst of tasty almond but settles down to the peaceful scent of 
soothing honey. 

Honey & Cinnamon 
The heartwarming feeling of sweet cinnamon blended with rich, deep honey to create the perfect spicy 
experience.  Reminds you of freshly baked Cinnamon Buns softly covered in honey. 

Honey & Cream 
A combination of Just Honey with warm creamy buttery notes reminds you of having English tea and 
crumpets.  Just so comforting and scrumptious. 

Honey & Pear 
The delicate blend of freshly sliced sun ripened pears combined with sweet and wild Honey, warmly 
delicious and fruity. 

Honey & Spice  
Special spicy notes have been added to Just Honey to create a gentle but exotic event for the senses.  
Perfect for the lover of spices who also likes just a touch of warm sweetness in their scent.  

Honey & Woods 

This hardy scent has been in the line for over 20 years.  It is full bodied and on the woody, dry side and is 
appreciated usually by men who want more of a non-sweet honey.  Can be used to round out sweet 
fragrances by making them more warm and woody. 

Honey Musk 
Sensual musk has been added to Just Honey to create the perfect scent to excite your senses.  Warm 
and embracing with a touch of citrus sparkle. 

Honey Rain 

What an uplifting scent!  Clean, fresh and easy to wear.  Ignites the feeling of a fresh breeze after a 
gentle rain, warmed up by the sweet scent of flowers created by the honey bee.  Men and women both 
find Honey Rain enticing. 

Just Almond 
For the true Almond lover!  Very sweet and delicious, bold and bright, just like plain Almond extract, with 
nothing extra added. 
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Just Honey 

For the true Honey lover! The sweet scent of flowers created by the honey bee.  Clean and fresh a 
Honey scent as possible, just plain Honey, with nothing extra added.  Perfect if you want to “honey” up 
another scent in your fragrance wardrobe or wear alone. 

Milk & Honey 
A delicious combination of Just Honey and the scent of fresh milk with almost a floral lift of sweet but 
gentle flowers.  The aroma dries down to a comfortable and creamy experience. 

Pink Sugar 

An adult's version of a child's fantasy.  This whimsical scent is full of the soft sweetness of sugar candies, 
cotton candy, delicious red berries, summer fruits and a touch of citrus.  Combined with warm vanilla, 
powdery musky notes and perhaps a touch of caramel to create a very sensual but playful scent.   

Roasted Almond 

A creamy blend that reminds you of pure, sweet honey dripping over warm roasted almonds.  The smell 
is intoxicating.  If you love Toasted Coconut, you are going to love Roasted Almond.  Reminds you of the 
scent of a fresh and warm Almond Croissant when you tear it apart, deliciously sweet and tasty. 

Royal Almond 

Not as sweet as Just Almond, more of an Almond paste scent used in cooking, sweet but on the slightly 
bitter side with warmth.  Great for mixing with other scents without adding too much sweetness.   A client 
favorite for over 20 years. 

Sheer & Warm Vanilla Sugar 

A warm combination of Sugar notes blended with Sheer Vanilla creating a powdery, soft and slightly 
sweet experience.  Can also be used as an "additive" to make other fragrances sparkle and lighten 
up.  Another basic necessity for your fragrance wardrobe.  A client favorite. 

Strawberries & Champagne 

The scent of fresh strawberries has been added to the silky smooth and creamy texture of Champagne.  
Just the right amount of fruity sweetness with almost a hint of honey and almond to create the perfect 
sparkling blend.  Fabulous to wear alone or over or under heavier, more intense fragrances to add sweet 
sparkle and life. 

Wild Honey 
Rich, golden honey highlighted with fresh, citrus/lemon notes.  Perfect for the citrus lover who wants a 
warm fragrance twist in their scent. 
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Amber, Oriental, Spicy  

Oriental Parfums will remind you of fragrances from the East.  The ingredients can be  
exotic flowers, spices, woods, amber and balsams releasing warmth, sensuality and smoldering  

intensity.  Spicy notes of cinnamon, clove, coriander and pepper will enhance a scent with 
warmth, depth and richness. 

 

Name of Fragrance Description 

African Frankincense   
The parfum of the Gods, spicy warm and sensual with a balsamic twist of lemon.  When applying, 
thoughts of a fragrant, spiritual ritual will come to mind.   

Amber 
A warm and powdery scent that exhibits woody, dry balsamic, somewhat tobacco-like notes.  Dries 
down to a slightly erotic and somewhat aphrodisiac feeling.   

Annmarie’s Blend 
A warm combination of Earth, patchouli, amber, French Vanilla with a hint of Rose Petals to brighten the 
blend. Just perfect for thoughts of sitting in front of a fireplace feeling comfort and love.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Baby Fresh 

The clean and classic scent of baby powder with a hint of fresh green notes and touches of creamy 
vanilla and warm amber.  Created for the baby in all of us while it stirs up sweet and fragrant memories 
of our childhood. 

Boudoir 

The perfect floral fragrance with a semi-oriental twist to the senses.  Starts off with a blend of fruity top 
notes of orange blossom, bergamot and apricot.  Expands into a sensual middle of jasmine, tuberose, 
lily of the valley and ylang ylang.  The warm ending of tonka, musk and amber make this the perfect 
evening fragrance.  Boucheron type. 

Carnation 

A beautiful spicy, clove and peppery aroma that is warm and sensuous.  As it dries down, a sweet, 
intoxicating scent develops with powdery and almost baby soft notes.  Use alone or add to a scent that 
needs spicing up or to deepen a floral scent. 

Cinnamon Spice 
Very rich and intense notes of warm cinnamon and spices combined with a hint of sweetness.  Can also 
be mixed with Chocolate Cream and single florals to add just the right touch of cinnamon. 
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Classic Spice 

The classic masculine scent starting off with cool and crisp notes of lemon and orange surrounded by 
spicy elements of cinnamon, carnation and heliotrope.  Sweet, powdery, oriental and balsamic with 
notes of musk, vanilla, tonka, cedarwood and amber blended together to bring thoughts of faraway lands 
to your mind.  For the man who would love to sail the world.  Old Spice type. 

Concrete 

A hardy blend of Nutmeg, Sheer Radiance and Patchouli where touches of Coriander, Flame, Vintage 
Chamomile and Earth have been added to round out this spicy and unique combination.  For the person 
who loves intensity at the beginning of a fragrance but appreciates that it settles down to a spicy, warm 
and exotic blend. 

Coriander 
Fresh and warm old world combination of floral and spice with a touch of mossy and woodsy notes, 
deliciously sharp in its delivery.  Ends with a touch of sweetness and sassiness. 

Devotion 

Intense top notes of Jasmine and woods with a touch of lily and floral notes describe this slightly vintage 
scent.  A spicy, oriental scent with a soapy feeling after it dries down on your skin, so give it a chance to 
relax and develop.  Lucky No. 6 type. 

Dreams 
Gentle and captivating.  Soft, clean and sweet baby powder notes are combined together so you feel 
soothed and embraced with childhood memories.  A client favorite for over 20 years. 

Fig 
Spicy.  Tropical.  Heady.  Almost has a nutty, caramel sensation to please and uplift the senses, fruity 
and flowery at the same time.   

Ginger Flowers 

A hardy blend of flowers accented with warm, woody and spicy notes of ginger, a very full bodied 
fragrance. Very old fashioned in its delivery.  It might remind you of the scent that your mother wear on 
special occasions. 

Ginseng Gold 

Spicy oriental with amber and vanilla notes, very hardy for the lover of rich spice, intense and long 
lasting and not for the faint of heart.  A client favorite for 20 years because of its sultry dry down. 
Obsession type. 

Incense Musk 

Some say incense musk is an aphrodisiac to help increase and encourage love and deep passion.  This 
sweet smelling and spicy blend will not disappoint.  The combination of animal and erotic notes will 
satisfy the senses.   

Jack's Blend 
Lots of amber complemented with Earth and patchouli capped off with a twist of French Vanilla and a 
dash of Cinnamon.  Spicy and comforting for the man who loves comfortable blends. 

Mysterious 

A mysterious, rich and haunting fragrance.  The perfect oriental, floral and woody, chypre concept, full of 
oakmoss and citrus.  Coriander on the top, carnation and rose in the elegant middle and a wonderful 
base of woody balsamic sensuality.  Mystere type.   
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Richard’s Blend 
Lots of amber, Earth and patchouli mixed together to create a warm and rich blend.  Perfect for the man 
who prefers warm notes over cool citrus. 

Scarlet 

A tempting Oriental blend with rich and exotic floral notes.  Top notes of fresh peach and Bergamot, 
middle floral notes of jasmine, rose and carnation.  Sweet, woody, ambery base notes of vanilla, amber, 
musk and tonka makes this scent sensual, intense and exotic.  Samsara type. 

Sheer Ginseng Gold 

In the spirit of the original Ginseng Gold scent but with a lighter blend of spices, amber and vanilla 
accented with touches of bright citrus and green notes.  Great for spring and summer months or the 
daytime. 

Spicy Bouquet 
Extra rich blend of warm spices with fruity touches of orange and herbs.  Very uplifting and comforting.  
Great when mixed with of notes of peach, patchouli and vanilla.  

Sweet & Sexy 

Very unique in its approach, a combination of sweet and sexy with a twist of fresh floral notes of 
gardenia, freesia, tuberose, jasmine, Chamomild and lily mixed with delicious fruity notes of pear, 
vanilla, apricot and mandarin.  The warm dry down of sandalwood and incense with a touch of cinnamon 
makes this blend a truly refreshing but sensual experience.  Mary J. Blige type. 

Sweet Cinnamon 
A familiar baking scent, warm and sweet spicy with a touch of clove.  You will be transported back to 
your Mother's kitchen while she is baking your favorite cinnamon rolls. 

Tattoo 

Sparkling, spicy and woodsy with rich and hardy oriental notes accented with a blend of oakmoss and 
vetiver.   Men love its ruggedness and depth.  A favorite scent for over 20 years.  Molton Brown Soap 
type. 

Tonka 

How you can go wrong when patchouli, Ginseng Gold and sandalwood have been blended together with 
touches of Royal Almond, French Vanilla and a dash of honey.  A very warm and comforting scent for 
the man with too much to do and needs to relax.  

Triumph 

An exciting floral, ambery bouquet.  A very sophisticated blend just perfect for the office suite or an early 
dinner party.  Starts off with a fruity blend of plum and pineapple and turns into an exotic floral with notes 
of tuberose, ylang-ylang, jasmine, rose and carnation.  The base notes make it a beautiful powdery and 
sweet blend.  Tiffany type. 
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Vinci & Rakos * Who Makes Sense? 
SensekskskskskSense? Sense? 

Citrus, Fresh, Green, Lavender 
Featuring Parfums created with variations of citrus:  bergamot, lemon, 

lime, mandarin orange and grapefruit all with fresh and a light character.  Lively  
green scents will remind you of fresh cut grass and mossy meadows.  Lavender  

added to the blends will project an enticing herbaceous aroma. 
 

Name of Fragrance Description 

Atlas 

Fresh, fougere green blend with spicy notes of cinnamon and cardamom with touches of lavender, 
bergamot and jasmine.  A mossy and woody dry down makes this the perfect, spicy, aromatic floral 
blend. A favorite of the men for over 20 years.  Drakkar type. 

Cactus 
Cool, very green and mossy, the perfect herbal blend and the most "green" of any fragrance in the 
Vinci & Rakos line. Not for the faint of heart. 

Cashmere 

Cashmere is a comforting and tranquil aroma made with a blend of sensual sandalwood and sweet 
mandarin essential oils.  Soft citrus combines with warm woodsy notes to offer an aroma reminiscent of 
a true love.  Cashmere sweater?  Why not envelop your entire body in "cashmere" from head to toe! 

Chanze 

If you liked Charlie in the mid 1970's, then you will love this scent.  It is a very sharp, green/flowery type 
fragrance that opens with a flood of peach and hyacinth combined with a middle of jasmine, lily and 
carnation.  Sandalwood, oakmoss and vanilla helps soften the blend.  Charlie type. 

Citrus 
An uplifting combination of fresh and cool citrus notes with a warm herbal base. The ideal clean and 
refreshing scent for the man and woman of action. 

CocoLime & Verbena 

Intense citrus notes of sweet and sour limes and juicy lemon verbena are enhanced with fresh coconut 
creating a clean, green and sunny experience.  The perfect must have refreshing scent for the man 
who loves citrus with a twist.  

English  

Very dry, fresh herbaceous scent with lavender and bergamot.  Spicy, woody notes of patchouli and 
cedar are combined with a mossy, ambery dry down of tonka, oakmoss and musk notes with a touch of 
leather.  Cool and casual for the man who is both. Azzaro type. 

Emerald Coast 
The perfect combination of lavender and geranium essences to create a walk in the garden spa scent, 
very fresh and revitalizing.  
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English Blush 

Freshly scented lavender combined with a little rose, French Vanilla, a touch of chocolate, tuberose, 
woody green notes and almond.  Makes you think of lovely English hillsides and leisurely strolls 
through the countryside. 

Eucalyptus 

A very distinct, herbaceous, fresh, lemon-like aroma with only a hint of camphor and mint with fresh, 
grassy undertones.  Uplifting and stimulating.  Perfect for the active person.  A touch of sensual Earth 
can be added to warm up the blend. 

Grapefruit  
Very bright, fresh and a little on the bitter and tart side with a twist of green.  Energizing and awakening 
to the senses.  Can be worn alone or to uplift a scent. 

Green Tea 

A fresh, refreshing and crisp scent created with invigorating tea notes, a little citrus and rounded out 
with warm notes but with a slightly uplifting sweetness.  A clean Spa scent that can be worn all day long 
by both men and women. 

Italian Bergamot Blossoms 

Bergamot is a citrus fruit grown almost exclusively in Calabria in Southern Italy.  A fresh, citrus-scented 
aroma somewhat fruity and sweet.  Can be worn alone or as a top note in other blends to liven and 
freshen up a scent.   

Lavender Classic 
A sweet, balsamic, herbaceous scent with floral, woody, aromatic undertones.  Brings back childhood 
memories of your dad’s favorite blend, full of freshness and comfort. 

Lavender Fresh 
Very clean and fresh with almost a minty touch.  Slightly sweet and flowery with a cool, very natural and 
pure lavender aroma.   

Lavender Orange 
A fresh and refreshing combination of lavender and sweet orange juice creating the perfect, uplifting 
spa scent, relaxing and stimulating at the same time.   

Lemon Fresh 

A very lively, refreshing almost tangy scent.  Reminds you of the aroma that is released when you slice 
into a freshly picked lemon.  Bright and clean and uplifting.  This version can be worn alone or added to 
a heavier scent to give it brightness. 

Lemoncello 

Refreshing and cool!  Bright and delicious lemons blended with sweet berries are surrounded with 
touches of Earth and French Vanilla.   The scent will immediately transport your mind to romantic and 
timeless Tuscany.  Men just love this aroma.   

Ocean Breeze 
The combination of clean and light sea and ocean scents to give you that walk on the beach spa scent, 
very soft and airy. 
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Ocean Breeze 
The combination of clean and light sea and ocean scents to create that walk on the beach spa scent, 
very soft and airy.  

Orange Blossom 
Created from the white blossoms of the bitter orange tree.   A very warm and natural, orange aroma 
with spicy undertones.    

Orange Fresh 
The perfect orange scent that combines the sweetness of the ripe fruit and the bitter sensation of the 
peel.  Juicy and refreshing. 

Orange Peel Developed from the peel of the orange.  Lively, bright with a slightly bitter, almost musty dry down.   

Peach Medley 
Peach Medley was created as a bright and slightly sweet, gentle fruity blend.  It has a green and woody 
dry down with highlights of a peach aroma. 

Rain Shower 
Clean and green just as fresh cut grass on a summer day, very intense and full bodied with a little dew 
on the side.  Not for the faint of heart! 

Sky 
Refreshing, cool and a classic scent with exhilarating citrus notes and warm, woody vetiver undertones, 
a favorite of the men for over 20 years.  Eternity for Men type. 

Sports Blend 

Dominated with intense eucalyptus notes to create an invigorating and fresh adventure.  Touches of 
Earth and Sandalwood have been added to help create a little warmth and depth to the blend.  The 
perfect scent for the sports minded person.   

Steele 
Fresh citrus with floral and woody notes.  Dries down with powdery, spicy and oakmoss notes.  A client 
favorite for over 20 years.  Eau Sauvage type. 

Tangerine 
The fruit’s hardy peel provides the crisp orange scent that is juicy and fresh.  A tangy and tart way to 
highlight a scent. 

Victory 

A fresh, lemony/citrusy beginning, highlighted with notes of cedar, rosewood, fir, vanilla and amber.  
This rugged but warm and seductive combination makes you think of walking in a deep, coniferous 
forest.  A new favorite of the men!  Versus type. 
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Coconut 

Coconut has a smooth, yummy, almost buttery and nutty, tropical sweetness.  You can image 
the warm breezes of the islands blow through your body while you sip your frothy drink made 
of sweet coconut cream, topped with shredded coconut.  Experience coconut scents created 

with mouthwatering gourmand notes, others with bright floral and juicy fruits and a 
few with a combination of both. 

 

Name of Fragrance Description 

CocoBananas 
Sugary sweet almost like banana cotton candy that has been laced with toasted coconut.  For the lover 
of sweet, fruity sensations. 

CocoBerries 
A luscious mix of mouthwatering mixed berries blended together with coconut to create the most 
berrilicious scent, very fresh, fruity and sweet! 

CocoGardenia 

Rich, green floral bouquet of white flowers over a base of freshly shredded coconut to create additional 
depth and intensity.  Full bodied and very fragrant, created only for the lovers of Coconut and Gardenia 
fragrances.   

CocoJasmine 

A lovely bouquet of rich, tropical jasmine flower buds combined with the scent of coconut cream to 
create warmth.  Jasmine is known for its aphrodisiac powers and this blend will not disappoint.  
Summer fresh! 

CocoLime & Verbena 

Intense citrus notes of sweet and sour limes and juicy lemon verbena are enhanced with fresh coconut 
creating a clean, green and sunny experience.  The perfect must have refreshing scent for the man 
who loves citrus with a twist.  

CocoMango 

The rich, tropical scent of sweet and tart mango has been blended with touches of True Coconut to 
create the perfect "a day at the beach" scent.  Fruity but fresh and clean, and will make you feel that 
you are on vacation every day of the year. 

Coconut Cream 
A combination of True Coconut with warm creamy, almost buttery notes.  Reminds you of the scent of a 
fresh coconut cream pie baking -- delicious and fresh -- with almost a hint of citrus . 
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CocoPear 
The delicate blend of freshly sliced sun ripened pears combined with light and creamy coconut, sweet 
and warmly delicious, slightly fruity. 

CocoVanilla 

True Coconut and Sheer Vanilla have been combined to create one memorable scent.  The perfect 
combination of two basic aromas without any other predominant notes added....just Coconut and Vanilla.  
A basic necessity for everyone's fragrance wardrobe to wear alone or add over or under other scents. 

Toasted Coconut 

A very unique, creamy blend without too much of a coconut feeling, warm and slightly toasted.  To quote 
my client, Tanya, "I cannot be more pleased.  It's coconut, but not really. The most unique coconut I have 
tried.  I have to have more!!!”   In time, it will remind you of the delicious toasted scent on the top of a 
Crème Brulee.  A must have scent for your fragrance wardrobe. 

True Coconut 

For the true coconut lover!  The light, pure scent of a freshly cracked coconut recently shredded into 
delicate flakes.  As ripe and fresh a coconut scent as possible, just plain coconut, with nothing extra 
added to the blend. 
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Earthy, Leather, Musky, Patchouli, Woody 

These combinations are developed with notes that are warm, smoky, sensual, 
musky and mysterious.  Highlighted with hints of sweetness, citrus, a little floral and  
perhaps even some tasty food treats to encourage satisfaction and rustic pleasure. 

 

Name of Fragrance Description 

Amber 
A powdery and warm scent that exhibits woody, dry balsamic, somewhat tobacco-like notes.  Dries down 
to slightly warm and erotic, somewhat aphrodisiac feeling. 

Annmarie’s Blend 
A warm combination of Earth, patchouli, amber, French Vanilla with a hint of Rose Petals to brighten the 
blend.  Just perfect with thoughts of you sitting in front of a fireplace feeling comfort and love.   

Cashmere 

Cashmere is a comforting and tranquil aroma made with a blend of sensual sandalwood and sweet 
mandarin essential oils.  Soft citrus combines with warm woodsy notes to offer an aroma reminiscent of a 
true love.  Cashmere sweater?  Why not envelop your entire body in "cashmere" from head to toe! 

Cedarwood 
An intense, woody aroma, very dry but with a slight sweetness during the dry down.  For the person who 
loves warmth and body in their parfums. 

Dark Patchouli 

Patchouli oil comes from a plant and has a sultry-earthly-woody, sometimes dry and a little spicy, heady 
aroma.   All Patchouli lovers know that the scent has a very identifiable character.  Dark Patchouli has 
been intensified so it is richer and deeper with almost a bourbon finish. 

Desert Rain & Patchouli 

Dark patchouli, vanilla and woods with a touch of green, highlighted with water notes makes this special 
blend an afternoon delight.  Rich and dramatic with lots of depth, very sultry but with almost a soft whisky 
dry down.  Men, take notice!  This could be your special signature scent. 

Earth 

A warm and sensual combination of white musk and earthly delights with a hint of floral accents.  It is 
warm and sensual but at the same time devastatingly fresh and clean smelling.  Both men and women 
find Earth arousingly exciting.  One musky whiff will have you coming back for more.  Earth has been the 
signature scent of Vinci & Rakos * Who Makes Sense? for over 20 years.   
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Egyptian Musk 
The perfect blend of very rich and very woodsy notes coupled with soft sandalwood and touches of 
animal magnetism.  The combination is an erotic experience. 

French Blend 
A warm combination of French Vanilla, patchouli and Earth brightened slightly with Sheer Rose to create 
a fragrant and comfy aroma on your skin.  Makes you feel warm and cuddly all day. 

Honey Musk 
Sensual musk has been added to Just Honey to create the perfect scent to excite your senses.  Warm 
and embracing with a touch of citrus sparkle. 

Incense Musk 

Some say incense musk is an aphrodisiac to help increase and encourage love and deep passion.  This 
sweet smelling and spicy blend will not disappoint.  The combination of animal and erotic notes satisfies 
the senses with pleasure.   

Jack's Blend 
Lots of amber enhanced with Earth and patchouli capped off with a twist of French Vanilla and a dash of 
Cinnamon.  Spicy and comforting for the man who loves comfortable blends. 

Leather 
Spicy and fresh top notes with woody, leathery and mossy warm tones.  A touch of jasmine and 
gardenia have been added to brighten up this herbaceous blend.  Elegantly informal.  Aramis type. 

Morocco 

Named by my client, Philip, who thought it reminded him of being in Morocco.  A bold-spirited 
combination of Earth, Tattoo, patchouli and vetiver with a dash of Spicy Bouquet makes this a hardy and 
slightly exotic blend.   

Nutmeg Blend 

An aromatic and pungent blend with nutty, peppery and musty/musky notes.  Created with slightly sweet 
and slightly warm undertones.  Can also be added to other blends to create a deep woodland effect.  
One client said that it pleasantly reminded him of the under belly of a moss laden rock.  Not for the faint 
of heart. 

Philip's Blend 

A combination of warm and floral notes.  Earth and gardenia have been surrounded with touches of 
rose, tuberose, Narcissus, and the French Blend of French Vanilla, Sheer Patchouli, Sheer Rose and a 
little extra Earth. Created in such a delicate way that both men and women love this scent.  Which note 
will be highlighted on your skin? 

Provence 

A combination of very warm and distinct scents encapsulating hundreds of fragrance notes.  Nutmeg 
Blend, Chocolate Cream, Vintage Chamomile, Dreams, sandalwood, vetiver, a dash of pepper and 
touches of Earth, French Vanilla and patchouli all combined together to create this unique and complex 
blend.   It was designed so different notes will develop depending on your skin type and personality.  
Both men and women find Provence provocative and unusual. 
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Richard's Blend 
Lots of amber, Earth and patchouli mixed together to create a warm and rich blend.  Perfect for the 
man who prefers warm notes over cool citrus.  

Sandalwood 

Displays a balsamic, rich, warm and woody aroma with touches of sweetness.  For the adventurous, 
wear alone or add to your favorite oriental, floral or citrus-woody-mossy Chypre scents to create more 
depth and warmth. 

Sheer Patchouli  

Patchouli oil comes from a plant that has a sultry-earthly-woody sometimes dry and a little spicy, heady 
aroma.  All patchouli lovers know that the scent has a very identifiable fragrance character.  Sheer 
Patchouli encompasses a light and distinctive version of this fragrant description. 

Sheer Provence  
Radiance and Sheer Radiance Parfums have been added to the original warm scent of Provence for 
romance.  Just the right amount of spring flowers brightens up the scent and your day.   

Sheer Vanilla & Amber 

A warm, earthy and animalistic powdery combination created by blending together Sheer Vanilla and 
Amber notes.  Great to be worn alone or can be used as a base for other fragrances to create depth and 
intensity. 

Sheer Vanilla & Patchouli 

A classic blend of Sheer Vanilla with a dark, almost brooding patchouli creating lots of depth and 
richness, definitely smoky in its approach.  A must for everyone who loves patchouli and wants a sweet 
touch of vanilla. 

Sweet Patchouli 

Patchouli oil comes from a plant and has a sultry-earthly-woody sometimes dry and a little spicy, heady 
aroma.   All patchouli lovers know that the scent has a very identifiable fragrance character.  Sweet 
Patchouli has been brightened and sweetened to create a more uplifting and softer blend. 

Tahitian Musk 
Exotic, soft and romantic tropical notes have been blended with warm, woody notes.  The result is a 
calming island delight for the senses. 

Tahitian Vanilla Musk 

Soft musk and sensual woody notes have been added to warm up Tahitian Vanilla.  A fragrance blend 
created with thoughts of white sand beaches and tropical island sunsets.  A very soft and exotic 
combination of Sheer Vanilla and romantic tropical notes, now with even more warmth.   

Traveler 

Traveler was created by starting with City Parfum which is an elegant and sophisticated blend of 
aldehydes combined with rich floral, warm amber and patchouli notes.  Chocolate Cream, extra 
patchouli and a touch of gardenia were then blended together with City to round out the blend.  A very 
unique and worldly scent for the traveler in all of us.   

Vetiver 

The top of the scent is heavy, woody, earthy leading to subtle, sweet and sour accents.  The undertone 
is definitely woody-balsamic.  Can be worn alone or blended with your favorite citrus-woody and mossy 
Chypre scents.  
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Vintage Chamomile 

A naughty scent, very aromatic with a distinct herbal base and slight, fruity notes of apples.  Can be 
worn alone if you like a gritty, earthy scent or can be added to naughty up other blends.  A long-time 
client favorite for over 20 years. 

Vintage Musk 

If you remember the Haight-Asbury days of San Francisco, then this scent is for you.  Very old 
school musk.  Flora-sweet, slightly heavy with musky/woody dry down.  Get out your old tie-dye 
shirt, spray on Vintage Musk and relive the 60’s, a very retro scent.   

Ylang Ylang 

Very narcotic, floral, sweet, jasmine-like scent with a woody, animalistic undertone.  Can be worn 
alone or added to your favorite oriental or floral fragrances  to smooth out, soften and warm up the 
blends.   
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Floral Combinations and Flowers 

Almost all parfums contain some floral notes in their composition, in particular, Rose.     
Rose is one of the oldest notes used in parfum development, and it is experiencing a new 

and exciting level of interest with softer, gentler blends for the modern client. 
This list includes floral combination that are full-bodied and flowers that are more single focused in their design, others are 

a complete bouquet of mixed flowers and several are "sheer" florals.  If you prefer a soft  
floral, choose a scent that contains notes of lily, lilac or even honeysuckle.  For a more intense  

floral, jasmine, tuberose or freesia might be for you.  Gardenia is probably the most intense 
floral note and somewhat cloying.  To make it more wearable, a 

lighter, softer, Sheer Gardenia was created. 

 

Name of Fragrance Description 

Angelica 

Bursts of delicious floral notes of freesia, violet and lilac combined with hints of warm amber and nutmeg 
creating the perfect blend of grace and exquisite floral sweetness.  Reminds you of a romantic fling from 
the past.   

Bayberry 
A powerful, spicy, sweet scent with a distinct clove note.  Wonderful to wear alone or can be added to 
your favorite fragrance to create a fresh and woody fantasy. 

Bulgare Rose 
A deep and intense rose scent with a spicy, green-grass feeling.   Reminds you of a rose and geranium 
combination.  Perfect for the person who loves a full-bodied rose with a woody dry down. 

Charming 
A refreshing and flowery scent possessing the feminine notes of rose, black currant, hibiscus and 
mimosa.  It will add sparkle and grace to your day.  Champs Elyse's type. 

City 

Elegant and sophisticated blend of pungent aldehydes combined with rich floral notes of jasmine, rose, 
lily of the valley and warm ylang ylang and vanilla notes.  Your mind will float away to thoughts of 
fashionable Paris from long ago.  Chanel No. 5 type. 

Crystal Blue 

Light and lively with an Italian flare of citron and the fresh scent of apples highlighted with rose and 
jasmine.  Amber and musk warm up this fresh creation.  Ideal for both men and women. D & G Light Blue 
type. 
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Daffodil 

Daffodils come in every hue of color from yellow, goldenrod, snowy white, rich creams, mandarin 
oranges, spring greens, apricots and pretty pinks.  Keeping this in mind, Daffodil was created as a spring 
scent slightly sweet with a hint of powdery notes.  The perfect flower for a springtime bouquet of floral 
freshness.  

Field of Flowers 

A radiant and intense blend of jasmine, lily, lily of the valley, sparkling Radiance Parfum and a touch of 
violet.  Powdery notes of sandal and heliotrope have been added to round out and soften the blend.  
Created for those who love a full burst of florals.  

Field of Lilies 

Soft blend of lilies with touches of spice, a little jasmine, orange blossoms and rose.   Earth and 

sandalwood have been added to create a little warmth to round out and soften this floral blend.  Created 

for the person who never thought they could wear a scent highlighted with lilies. 

Fiery Provence 

The original scent of Provence is a combination of very warm and distinct fragrances encapsulating 
hundreds of fragrance notes. The sparkle of lovely, and slightly green, fruity and floral top notes of Flame 
Parfum have been added to Provence. This fiery combination dries down to a warm, floral and woody 
blend with a touch of sophistication. 

Flame 

A soft and sophisticated, romantic scent with lovely green and fruity top notes and a rich floral bouquet in 
the heart of the composition.  Dries down to a warm floral and woody blend, perfect from day to evening 
and very modern in its theme and delivery.  Giorgio's Red type. 

Freesia  
An intensely aromatic floral bouquet with a citrus-sweet green tea aroma.  Full-bodied and bright, for the 
lover of big florals. 

French Days 

A classic and casual scent reminiscent of the 70's full of light florals, gentle powders and woods 
announced by aldehydic notes.  Your perfect day time scent for walking on the streets of New York or 
Paris.  Rive Gauche type. 

Hawaiian Tuberose 
Hawaiian notes have been added to the intense, honey-like sweet floral of Tuberose.  The subtle touches 
of jasmine and orange mixed with the tropical notes help liven up the blend. 

Heaven 
Sweet rose floral with a powdery base highlighted with amber notes.  Gently uplifting with old fashioned 
memories of prom night and your teenage boyfriend. Favorite of clients for over 20 years. 

Honeysuckle 

Honeysuckle is a sweet, highly nectar scent with hints of green and fruity.  In order to capture the natural 
honeysuckle scent, other white floral notes have been blended together to help create this highly 
fragrant, slightly passionate and spicy aroma.  
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Lilac 

The lilac flower fills the garden with its memorable parfum.  However, the flower does not release enough 
essence to correctly portray its beautiful essence, so perfumers recreate the essence by using other  

floral and woody notes.  Lilac smells like a combination of sweet rose and ylang ylang, with hints of 
jasmine and warm vanilla.  The result is pure, springtime perfection. 

Lily of the Valley 

The soft blend of lily and more lilies that captures the feeling of walking through a fragrant valley in the 
countryside.  Delicate white flowers are combined with green notes to encourage freshness.  Musky and 
warm notes help to close out this beautiful floral.   

Luxury 

Developed with soft, green and springtime flowers blended together with touches of spice and woods to 
create a rich, romantic outdoor scent.  It is an aroma that will turn a man's head when you walk by him.  
Lacoste type. 

Moroccan Rose 
An exotic rose blend that makes you feel like you are at a Kasbah in Morocco.  Warm, slightly spicy and 
smoky with a touch of sweetness.  Not cloying and very wearable. 

Oriental Rose 
A sensual, oriental blend that opens with beautiful rose blossoms and floral notes.   Warm amber and 
sandalwood will help surround you in this beautiful creation. 

Pikake Hawaiian Tuberose 

Hawaiian Tuberose is known as the Rose of Hawaii, very fragrant and intoxicating.  Exotic, rich and 
sultry.  This Parfum is bursting with warm sensuality and reminds you of a lovely bouquet of honey-
scented roses but with a tropical touch. 

Plumeria Paradise 
Sultry, spicy with sweet blossoms, slightly exotic with thoughts of being in the islands and paradise.  
Mixed with baby powder and Earth notes to create this balmy and warm island blend. 

Radiance 

A fresh and floral combination of spring flowers and radiant bouquet with a hint of powdery notes.  It 
sparkles with its classic femininity and romance.   Developed as a truly modern and spirited blend of 
flowers with thoughts of fashionable Paris swirling in your head.  A client favorite for over 21 years.  Paris 
type. 

Radiantly Orange Patchouli 

Orange Fresh, which is the perfect combination of the ripe fruit and bitter sensation of the peel, has been 
combined with earthy, sultry Sweet Patchouli.  Added to this fresh and woody combination is the spring 
flowers and radiant bouquet of Radiance Parfum.  Touches of the soft, white musk and powdery 
heliotrope of White Rain make this a summer favorite. 

Radiantly Orange Rain 

The soft, white musk and powdery heliotrope of White Rain has been combined with the spring flowers 
and radiant bouquet of Radiance Parfum.  The warm and sensual scent of Earth Parfum and touches of 
Orange Fresh have been added to help create a gentle and refreshing summer aroma. 
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Radiantly Provence 

Radiance and Sheer Radiance Parfums have been added to the original scent of Provence, which is a 
combination of very warm, woody and distinct scents encapsulating hundreds of fragrance notes.   Just 
the right amount of spring flowers and romance has been added to brighten and liven your day. 

Radiantly Tahitian Vanilla 
Musk 

A fragrance blend created with thoughts of white sand beaches and tropical island sunsets.  Vanilla, soft 
musk and tropical notes are rounded out with touches of the fresh and floral combination of spring 
flowers and radiant bouquet of Radiance Parfum.  You will be immediately transported to a walk on the 
beach with the fragrant breeze of fresh flowers swirling in your head. 

Remembrance 
Hints of Plumeria have been added to springtime floral and powdery Sheer Radiance to create an exotic 
flavor.  Helps to stir memories of the islands and warm tropical breezes. 

Rose Petals 

For the person who loves roses and more roses.  A very innocent and warm sparkling blend of vibrant 
and enchanting roses with a twist of passion.  The top is all roses but settles down to a soft, romantic 
blend.  A client favorite for over 20 years. 

Rue de Floral 

The classic French fragrance, a springtime bouquet of flowers mixed with clove bud, soft spices and 
gentle woods.  Gardenia, jasmine and hints of iris create a refined floral scent perfect from day to 
evening.  Amber and moss help to bring out the feminine base of the scent.   L'Air de Temps type. 

Sharon's Blend 

Sharon is a client who is in love with the scent of Radiance.  To give her favorite fragrance a warm twist 
for the winter months, Sheer Vanilla and Sandalwood have been added to create extra warmth and 
comfort.  The perfect combination!  For even more depth, a touch of Patchouli is ideal. 

Sheer Gardenia 

Gardenia is a beautiful, fragrant white flower with an intense, sweet and silky sharp scent but can be too 
heady for most people.   Sheer Gardenia was created to help retain the pure, white blossom feel of the 
gardenia flower but to make it more wearable.  Lighter, softer with fresh smelling gardenia and hints of 
other exotic flowers blended together to create the perfect gardenia parfum. 

Sheer Iris 

Iris is a rainbow of flowering plants with high colored and gorgeous flowers.  Sheer Iris was created with 
these thoughts in mind.  A sparkling and sweet almost earthy aroma highlighted with soft, subtle green 
notes.  It is cool and fragrant with drops of powder so the freshness comes through.  The scent is 
creamy, almost powder and root like in its delivery surrounded by soft, spicy and warm notes.  It is a 
gentle floral, not over the top like gardenia. 

Sheer Jasmine 

Jasmine has always been considered the king of flowers and a favorite of all perfumers.   A fresh, floral, 
honey-like sweet scent with a fruity-herb like undertone.  Its aroma can be intense so Sheer Jasmine was 
created to be lighter in its delivery and elegance.    
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Sheer Lily 

Lilies come in many variations but all of them share a common bond, they are regal in appearance and 
sweetness in scent.  Their elegance and grace make them perfect for bouquets and special occasions 
like weddings and Easter.  Keeping this in mind, Sheer Lily was created with a gentle bouquet of 
sweetness and a distinctive scent of memories. 

Sheer Radiance 

Light, less intense version of the fresh and floral combination of spring flowers and powdery notes that 
makes up the scent of Radiance.  Perfect for daytime or when you want to feel like it is always 
Springtime. 

Sheer Rose 
A gentle rose blend, delicate and alluring created from fragrant rose petals.  Sheer Rose has a soft, 
green top note and a tea and honey like undertone.  The perfect rose scent.   

Spring Bouquet 

Beautiful femininity, gentleness and romantic love created with lush florals of lilac, violet and tuberose 
and spirited fruity notes of orange blossom and citrus.  Warmed with powdery, woody notes of 
sandalwood, musk and vanilla to create a breathless, fragrant experience.  Beautiful type. 

Temptation 

Rich floral blend with notes of gardenia, peach, bergamot, patchouli and rose.  Luxurious woodsy and 
powdery notes of amber, musk and vanilla create an undertone that evokes the femininity of years past.  
Timeless type. 

Traveler 

Traveler was created by starting with City Parfum which is an elegant and sophisticated blend of 
aldehydes combined with rich floral, warm amber and patchouli notes.  Chocolate Cream, extra patchouli 
and a touch of gardenia were then blended together with City to round out the blend.   A very unique and 
worldly scent for the traveler in all of us. 

Triumph 

An exciting floral ambery bouquet.  A very sophisticated blend just perfect for the office suite or an early 
dinner party.  Starts off with a fruity blend of plum and pineapple and turns into an exotic floral with notes 
of tuberose, ylang-ylang, jasmine, rose and carnation.  The base notes make it a beautiful and sweet 
powdery blend.  Tiffany type.   

Tropical Jasmine 
The sweetness of jasmine flowers is surrounded by soft and warm tropical notes.  A combination of 
flowers, spice and a little citrus for an island experience.  A fragrant twist for the Jasmine lover. 

Tuberose 

A very intense, honey-like sweet floral with touches of jasmine and orange.  The scent is considered very 
passionate and full of prohibitive pleasure and sensuality.  Tuberose has a heavy undertone of blossoms 
that reminds you of the scent of lily.  Can be worn alone to create a magnificent sensation on the skin or 
blended together with other notes to increase floral pleasure.   

Ultimate 

A blend of bright floral and sparkling citrus notes which dries down to an expression of warmth and old 
fashion comfort.  Notes of amber, patchouli, tonka and musk mix perfectly with the timeless floral and 
citrus notes.  Ultimate reminds you of past loves and haunting memories.  Ultima 11 type. 
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Violet  

The violet flower renders such a small amount of oil making it unavailable for extraction.  In Parma, Italy 
in 1893, a discovery was made enabling production of a man made violet aroma identical as the precious 
natural oil for use in perfumery.  A sugary floral that dries down to a sweet-powdery, woodsy-flowery 
scent.  Highlighted with cucumber and touches of iris.   A beautiful and delicate scent as fresh as 
springtime.    

Violet & Lilac Rain 

How exciting!  Two perfect florals....violet and lilac blended together with China Rain to create the most 
unique ultra-floral combination.  Bright, uplifting and sparkling with a warm undertone added to 
encourage a gentle, floral softness. 

White Embrace 

A classic and timeless French inspired floral blend dominated with tuberose and highlighted with notes of 
gardenia, jasmine, lily, rose and lilac.  Finishes with a smooth, powdery and captivating base to help 
embrace your being.  White Shoulders type. 

You Are In Love 

Memorable as the love that lasts forever.  This classically feminine and romantic scent was created with 
a beautiful top blend of exotic roses, oriental roses, bright roses, violet and jasmine.  Hints of a little spice 
and pepper, dashes of honey, sandalwood and ylang ylang presents a sensual and powdery finish for the 
senses.  As memorable as your first kiss.  So In Love type. 
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Fruity/Floral Combinations and Fruits 

The main theme of a fruity floral combination is usually floral accented with gentle, fruity  
top notes.  Remember, too much fruitiness will make you think of food instead of  
alluring parfums.  Also listed are many mouthwatering and delicious fruit notes 

balanced with warmth and softness. 

 

Name of Fragrance Description 

Annette's Flowers 

Inspired by my niece, Annette, who loves to blend soft floral and delicious fruity notes together.  A gentle 
and delicate combination of florals, such as freesia, lily and jasmine infused with springtime fruits.  Light 
and airy with thoughts of walking through a country market.  Antonia's Flowers type. 

Apricot 
Sweet vine ripened fruit, slightly sweet and slightly powdery.   Soft and comforting, as it dries down.  
Makes you think of summertime and apricot jam.   

Belle 

This fruity and floral bouquet was created with crisp notes of grapefruit, pear and pepper with touches of 
honeysuckle, tulips and roses.  Patchouli and musky notes round out this modern and warm floral blend.  
Wonderful to wear from morning till night.  Burberry London type. 

Chamomild 

Named Chamomild because the scent is soft, gentle and so calming.  Sort of a grown up blend of what you 
would like an adult baby powder to smell like.  It has a refreshing and clean, almost apple-like feeling that 
reminds you of the aroma that releases when you cut into a freshly picked piece of fruit.  This fragrance 
has been offered in the Vinci & Rakos Body and Bath Care products for the last 20 years known for its 
gentleness and clean feeling.  It seemed natural to make the scent available as a calming Parfum.  

Fanciful & Fruity 

Soft floral musk surrounded with fruity notes of pear, Orange Fresh, grapefruit and apple with touches of 
Sheer & Warm Vanilla Sugar.  Fresh and white spring flowers from the Radiance blend helps to add 
sparkle and a hint of powder.  The sensual dry down of Earth Parfum with woody sandalwood makes this 
aroma a summer scent for the senses.  Be Delicious and I Fancy You types. 

Fruity Floral Blend 

Unique combination of very fruity/floral notes.  Sheer notes of grapefruit, pineapple, gardenia and 
Radiance Parfum warmed with Earth and patchouli and a twist of exotic plumeria.  It was designed so 
different notes will develop depending on your skin type and personality, very fresh and fun!   

Grapefruit 
Very bright, fresh and a little on the bitter and tart side with a twist of green.  Energizing and awakening to 
the senses.  Can be worn alone or to uplift a scent.   
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Green Tea 

A fresh, refreshing and crisp scent created with invigorating tea notes, a little citrus and rounded out with 
warm notes but with a slight uplifting sweetness.  A clean spa scent that can be worn all day long by both 
men and women.   

Harmony 

Sparkling notes of grapefruit and berries combined with exciting lily of the valley are warmed with base 
notes of cedarwood and musk.  Perfect for the active, sporty woman who loves harmony in her life.  Peace 
type. 

Inspire 

A fruity floral blend of pomegranate, plum and mandarin mixed with muguet, jasmine and tuberose.   
Warmed with vanilla and sandalwood with a little twist of Iris.  Designed for the spirited person who can 
inspire anyone.  Inspiration type. 

Lavender Orange 
A fresh and refreshing combination of lavender and sweet orange juice creating the perfect, uplifting spa 
scent, relaxing and stimulating at the same time.   

Lemon Fresh 

A very lively, refreshing almost tangy scent.  Reminds you of the aroma that is released when you slice 
into freshly picked lemon, bright and clean and uplifting.  This version can be worn alone or added to a 
heavier scent to give it brightness. 

Lemoncello 

Refreshing and cool!  Bright and delicious lemons blended with Sweet Berries surrounded with a touch of 
Earth and French Vanilla.  The scent will immediately transport your mind to romantic and timeless  
Tuscany.   Men just love this aroma. 

Licorice 
Very powerful, herbaceous and lively with a distinctive aroma of sweet anise and fennel.   An unusual 
scent for the person who likes to be different. 

Melon 
A fruity mixture of cantaloupe, honeydew and watermelon created in perfect harmony.  Slightly springtime 
green in its delivery.  A touch of musky notes have been added to the scent so it is daytime ready to wear.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Orange Blossom 
Created from the white blossoms of the bitter orange tree.  A very warm and natural orange aroma with 
spicy undertones.    

Orange Fresh 
The perfect orange scent that combines the sweetness of the ripe fruit and the bitter sensation of the peel.  
Juicy and refreshing.  

Orange Peel Developed from the peel of the orange.  Lively, bright with a slightly bitter almost musty dry down.   
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Peach Medley 
Peach Medley was created as a bright and slightly sweet, gentle fruity blend.  It has a green and woody 
dry down with highlights of a fruity, peach aroma. 

Pineapple 
A tropical sweet scent full of fruity and tangy notes.  Reminds you of a delicious and frothy Pina Colada, 
the tropical drink with the little umbrella. 

Pomegranate 
A combination of deliciously sour and delectably tart notes with an uplifting sweetness.  Can be worn alone 
or combined with warm parfums, such as Earth or maybe even Radiance. 

Ripe Pear 
The scent is like biting into a ripe, fresh pear, a tart, slightly sweet and fruity sensation.   Smooth and 
refreshing.   

Spirit 

Sporty and spirited combination of delicious fruits and lush florals highlighted with green top notes and 
woody base notes.  The original and perfect fruity floral blend for the truly active and vivacious person.  A 
client favorite for 20 years.  Calyx type. 

Sweet Berries 

Mixed compote of raspberries, strawberries, blueberries and blackberries which is very sweet and 
intoxicating.  Created with a woody undertone so the berries can complement each other.  Delicious and 
tart. 

Tangerine 
The fruit's hardy peel provides the crisp orange scent that is juicy and fresh.  A tangy and tart way to 
highlight a scent also. 

Treasures 

A sensual, romantic scent to unleash and celebrate the senses!  Filled with fruity notes of apricot, 
pineapple and peach and floral notes of lilac, lily and rose.  As Treasures embraces your skin and all the 
notes come together, you will wrap yourself in the sweet and powdery feeling of warmth and romance 
created by hints of vanilla, cinnamon and amber.  A fruity and floral treasure for your mind and 
spirit.  Tresor type. 
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Rain 

If you want alternatives to heavy musks, strong florals, gourmands or just need a change, try a Rain inspired scent.  
Scents that are light and on the airy side with fresh, water notes but have a full bodied base.  In some combinations, 
green outdoor notes have been added to give that crisp and cool feeling. In other combinations, rain notes help to 

brighten up heavier, more intense woody blends. 

 

Name of Fragrance Description 

After The Rain 

The fruity, island blend of Jamaican Rain and the Hawaiian floral bouquet of Maui Rain have been 
combined with the delicious essences of lilies, peonies and exotic roses found in Kauai Rain.  A touch of 
fresh and floral Sheer Radiance helps to create a slightly powdery and gentle springtime feel in the 
blend.   

Bamboo Rain 

The sweet, almost whiskey like, green scent of bamboo has been combined with the rich and dramatic 
blend of the patchouli, vanilla and woods of Desert Rain and the spicy, sensual blend of Midnight Rain.  
The result is a memorable and distinctive blend that will be the favorite of men. 

China Rain 

Begins with a soft green, mossy top note that grows into a provocative combination of violet, lily and 
rose layered over sweet musk, sandalwood and gentle wood notes.  A mild sea breeze glides through 
the scent and surrounds you. 

Desert Rain & Patchouli 

Dark patchouli, vanilla and woods with a touch of green, highlighted with water notes makes this special 
blend an afternoon and evening delight.  Rich and dramatic with lots of depth, very sultry but with almost 
a soft whisky dry down.  Men, take notice!  This could be your special signature scent. 

Egyptian Rain 
Slightly sweet combination of Egyptian Musk and True Rain.  A little patchouli and a whiff of calming 
woody notes help this enchanting blend dry down to a warm and sensual event.  

Freesia Rain 

The intensely aromatic floral bouquet of Freesia which has a citrus-sweet, almost green tea aroma has 
been combined with the warm and slightly baby powder musky scent of Sweet Rain.  The perfect 
combination for the lover of big florals and rain inspired scents. 

Honey Rain 

What an uplifting scent!  Clean, fresh and easy to wear.  Ignites the feeling of a fresh breeze after a 
gentle rain, warmed up by the sweet scent of flowers created by the honey bee.  Both men and women 
find Honey Rain enticing. 
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Honeysuckle Rain 

The sweet, highly nectar scent of green and fruity Honeysuckle has been combined with white floral 
notes and the clean and soft blend of White Rain.  The passionate and memorable aroma of Midnight 
Rain has been added to help create a very wearable floral. 

Jamaican Rain 
The perfect fruity blend inspired by the lush islands highlighted with tropical notes and warm breezes.  
Starts off with a sweet almost apple-like inspiration and settles down to a soft, warm finish. 

Jasmine Rain 

The lovely combination of True Rain and Sheer Jasmine creates the perfect feminine blend of floral and 
water notes.  For the woman who loves Jasmine but wanted the twist of fresh Rain added to the mixture 
to brighten her day.   

Kauai Rain 

A deliciously light, modern floral developed with Hawaiian notes of pikake and jasmine highlighted with 
the essences of lilies, peonies and exotic roses.  Gentle, after the rain touches of musk, cedar, oakmoss 
and patchouli makes this the perfect exotic island combination of floral and warmth. 

Love's Rain 

An intense vintage scent!  Reminiscent of the original Love's Rain created in the seventies.  Developed 
with mossy and woodsy notes, very crisp and vibrant.  If you are nostalgic and miss your bell bottoms, 
this is the scent for you. 

Maui Rain 

A gentle floral bouquet created with warm tropical woods and island flowers along with Lily of the Valley 
and petals of rose.   A touch of freshly picked orange blossoms and citrus helps to create the perfect 
Hawaiian blend to wear from morning until deep into the night. 

Midnight Rain 

A delicious fruity floral combination that releases its romantic and provocative desires at night.  
Designed around delicious fruits, spicy florals, water notes and ends with very sensual woods.  
Passionate and memorable! 

Misty Rain 

The combination of warm and sensual Earth and the floral-sweet notes of Vintage Musk have been 
blended with touches of Midnight Rain, Desert Rain, Vanilla, Rain and highlighted with Baby Fresh.  A 
very soft, slightly sweet and rain-filled blend to calm and renew the senses. 

Radiance Rain 

The fresh and floral combination of spring flowers and radiant bouquet with the hint of powdery notes of 
Radiance has been combined with the soft, spring scent of True Rain.  The warm and sensual scent of 
Earth has been added to bring all the notes together. 

Radiantly Orange Rain 

The soft, white musk and powdery heliotrope of White Rain has been combined with the spring flowers 
and radiant bouquet of Radiance Parfum.  The warm and sensual scent of Earth Parfum and touches of 
Orange Fresh have been added to help create a gentle and refreshing summer aroma.   
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Rain Shower 
Clean and green, just as fresh cut grass smells on a summer day, very intense and full bodied with a 
little dew on the side.  Not for the faint of heart! 

Rose Rain 

For the lovers of roses, this unique combination takes the best of many rose inspired blends.  The soft, 
and alluring tea and gentle green undertone of Sheer Roses, the intense, honey-like sweet floral of 
Tuberose, the fresh and floral combination of spring flowers and radiant bouquet with a hint of powdery 
notes of Radiance and the innocent and warm sparkling blend of vibrant and enchantment of Rose 
Petals have been combined with Sweet Rain. Sweet Rain adds a deliciously musky, slightly powdery 
sweetness to the creation. 

Sweet Rain 

Water notes surround this uplifting and almost champagne-like sparkling scent.  Dries down to a very 
warm, slightly baby powder sweet, delicately musky scent with touches of florals.  What could be better 
for the summer than Sweet Rain? 

True Rain 

The perfect fresh water fragrance like the soft scent after a spring rain.  A blend of lily of the valley and 
green notes with sheer musk, a little jasmine and ylang-ylang to create the sense of renewal and 
harmony.  

Vanilla Rain 

A deliciously sweet, slightly woody combination of Sheer Vanilla and True Rain.  The perfect fresh water 
fragrance was highlighted with warm Vanilla notes to create a unique, comforting blend for the vanilla 
lover. 

Violet & Lilac Rain 

How exciting!  Two perfect florals, violet and lilac blended together with China Rain to create the most 
unique ultra-floral combination. Bright, uplifting and sparkling with a warm undertone added to 
encourage a gentle, floral softness. 

White Rain 

Gently blended with notes of soft white musk, smooth woods and powdery heliotrope.  Delicate hints of 
green and moss notes round out this crystal clear water blend. A clean scent almost like wearing nothing 
but softness. 
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Vanilla  

Vanilla has a spicy, woody and balsamic feeling, which is sweet, soft and warm.  When combined 
with other notes, such as amber, musk, fruits and flowers, the fragrance possibilities are endless. 
Experience full-bodied vanillas, vanillas with gourmand notes, others with combinations of fruits 
and flowers and many with a "sheer" overview.   Scents can range from soft and clean to cookie 

sweet to smooth and velvety.  Vanilla can help stir childhood memories, invoke thoughts of 
delicious and comforting desserts, and help create warm and creamy body heat. 

 

Name of Fragrance Description 

Annmarie’s Blend 
A warm combination of Earth, patchouli, amber, French Vanilla with a hint of Rose Petals to brighten the 
blend.  Just perfect for thoughts of sitting in front of a fireplace feeling comfort and love. 

Chocolate & Vanilla Berries 
Rich roasted chocolate has been combined with the scent of Warm Berries which is loaded with smooth 
Vanilla mixed with lots and lots of blackberry and raspberry notes.  Semi-sweet and comforting! 

Cupid 

Thoughts of the sweetness of our childhood full of wonderful memories and delicious "kitchen" scents.  
Highlighted with notes of vanilla, chocolate and caramel brightened with fresh berries and honey, very 
soft and gentle but so inviting on the skin.  Scented perfectly for both men and women since each will 
find notes that satisfy their senses.  Angel type. 

Egyptian Vanilla 
Gentle and sweet, slightly woody combination of Egyptian Musk and Vanilla.  Warm and provocative, the 
kind of scent that you will never tire of because you feel so desired.  Perfect for both men and women.  

French Blend 
A warm combination of French Vanilla, patchouli and Earth brightened slightly with Sheer Rose to create 
a fragrant and comfy aroma on your skin.  Makes you feel warm and cuddly all day. 

French Vanilla 

The original vanilla in the Vinci & Rakos line of fragrances created with thoughts of sweet syrup.  A 
luscious combination of caramel and vanilla with haunting depth and richness, and very French.  Makes 
you think of entering a European candy shop and forgetting your diet.  Loved by men and women for 
over20 years. 

Philip's Blend 

A combination of warm and floral notes.  Earth and gardenia have been surrounded with touches of 
rose, tuberose, Narcissus, and the French Blend of French Vanilla, Sheer Patchouli, Sheer Rose and a 
little extra Earth. Created in such a delicate way that both men and women love this scent.  Which note 
will be highlighted on your skin? 
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Sheer & Warm Vanilla Sugar 

A warm combination of sugar notes blended with Sheer Vanilla creating a powdery, soft and slightly 
sweet experience.  Can also be used as an “additive” to allow other fragrances to sparkle and lighten up.  
Another basic necessity in your fragrance wardrobe.  A client favorite. 

Sheer Vanilla 

More of a basic Vanilla - not sweet, more woody - and sheer in feeling and scent without any other 
predominant notes added, however, the blend has lots of depth and lasting power.   Many clients 
wanted a Sheer Vanilla so they could wear it alone or add over or under other scents.  Similar to the way 
"Earth Parfum" clients use Earth - alone or as a base.  Sheer Vanilla is a basic necessity on everyone's 
fragrance list. 

Sheer Vanilla & Amber 

A warm, earthy and animalistic powdery combination created by blending together Sheer Vanilla and 
Amber notes.  Great to be worn alone or can be used as a base for other fragrances to create depth and 
intensity. 

Sheer Vanilla & Jasmine 

A beautiful combination of Sheer Vanilla and lovely Sheer Jasmine, very soft and feminine.  A great 
introduction to those who never thought of experiencing the scent of Jasmine because of its intensity.  
This version is just perfect, very bright with just the right hint of Jasmine to create excitement. 

Sheer Vanilla & Orange 
The perfect citrus blend with thoughts of slightly bitter orange peels and the juice of fresh oranges 
enhanced with Sheer Vanilla.  A great wake-me-up scent and a must have for all men. 

Sheer Vanilla & Patchouli 

A classic blend of Sheer Vanilla with a dark almost brooding patchouli, creating lots of depth and 
richness, definitely smoky in its approach.  A must for everyone who loves patchouli and wants just a 
sweet touch of vanilla. 

Sheer Vanilla & Peaches 
The burst of sun ripen peaches blended with Sheer Vanilla creates the most delicious combination, 
sweet and succulent.  Makes you think of a relaxing picnic on a warm, summer day. 

Sheer Vanilla Cream 
A combination of Sheer Vanilla and warm creamy notes which reminds you of the comforting scent of 
the frothy whipped cream on top of a hot cup of Vanilla Latte.  A delicious way to start your day! 

Sheer Vanilla Maple 
A harvest blend of Sheer Vanilla and warm maple syrup type notes with almost a refreshing orange 
twist, uplifting and fun-filled.  The male clients just love this combination! 

Tahitian Vanilla 

A fragrance blend created with thoughts of white sand beaches and tropical island sunsets.  A very soft 
and exotic combination of Sheer Vanilla and romantic tropical notes.  Just enough tropics to stir the 
senses. 

Tahitian Vanilla & Plumeria 

Tropical notes of plumeria and pineapple have been added to Tahitian Vanilla.   A fragrance blend 
created with thoughts of white sand beaches and tropical island sunsets.  Very soft and exotic 
combination of Sheer Vanilla and romantic tropical notes with even more of the tropics added for the 
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lover of the islands.  

Tahitian Vanilla Musk 

Soft musk and sensual woody notes have been added to warm up Tahitian Vanilla.  A fragrance blend 
created with thoughts of white sand beaches and tropical island sunsets.  A very soft and exotic 
combination of Sheer Vanilla and romantic tropical notes, now with even more warmth. 

Vanilla Fields 

A concert of warm, fresh vanilla notes combined with Sheer Radiance, Earth and a touch of Flame.  
Creates a fresh and floral blend of spring flowers and radiant florals with a hint of powdery notes.  Little 
drops of lovely green and fruity top notes highlight the blend.  Extra Earth Parfum rounds out the scent 
to create sensuality and warmth. 

Vanilla Rain 

A deliciously sweet, slightly woody combination of Sheer Vanilla and True Rain.  The perfect fresh water 
fragrance was highlighted with warm vanilla notes to create a unique, comforting blend for the vanilla 
lover. 

Warm Vanilla Berries 

Warm Berries is loaded with vanilla mixed with blackberry and raspberry notes, deliciously sweet and 
comforting.  It will remind you of your grandmother's kitchen while she is baking your favorite berry pie.  
Bath & Body Works type. 

 


